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Abstract. This study investigates the use of simple, low-cost infrared
sensors for the recognition of geometry and surface type of commonly
encountered features or targets in indoor environments, such as planes,
corners, and edges. The intensity measurements obtained from such
sensors are highly dependent on the location, geometry, and surface
properties of the reflecting target in a way that cannot be represented by
a simple analytical relationship, therefore complicating the localization
and recognition process. We employ artificial neural networks to deter-
mine the geometry and the surface type of targets and provide experi-
mental verification with three different geometries and three different sur-
face types. The networks are trained with the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm and pruned with the optimal brain surgeon technique. The ge-
ometry and the surface type of targets can be correctly classified with
rates of 99 and 78.4%, respectively. An average correct classification
rate of 78% is achieved when both geometry and surface type are dif-
ferentiated. This indicates that the geometrical properties of the targets
are more distinctive than their surface properties, and surface determi-
nation is the limiting factor in recognizing the patterns. The results dem-
onstrate that processing the data from simple infrared sensors through
suitable techniques can help us exploit their full potential and extend
their usage beyond well-known applications. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3067874�

Subject terms: simple infrared detectors; target classification; target
differentiation; artificial neural networks; optimal brain surgeon; pattern
recognition.
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Introduction

rtificial neural networks have been employed efficiently
s pattern classifiers in numerous applications.1 These clas-
ifiers are nonparametric and make weaker assumptions on
he shape of the underlying distributions of input data than
raditional statistical classifiers. Therefore, they can prove

ore robust when the underlying statistics are unknown or
he data are generated by a nonlinear system. Performance
f neural network classifiers is affected by the choice of
arameters of the network structure, training algorithm, and
nput signals, as well as parameter initialization.2,3 In this
rticle, we achieve robust target differentiation by process-
ng the data acquired from simple infrared detectors using

ultilayer artificial neural networks.
Target differentiation is of considerable interest for in-

elligent systems that need to interact with and operate in
nknown environments autonomously. Such systems rely
n sensor modules, which are often their only available
ource of information. Because the resources of such sys-
ems are limited, the available resources should be used in
he best way possible. It is desirable to maximally exploit
he capabilities of lower-cost sensors before more costly
nd sophisticated sensors with higher resolution and higher
esource requirements are employed. This can be achieved

091-3286/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
ptical Engineering 017203-
by employing better characterization and physical modeling
of these sensors as well as processing the data they provide
using suitable and effective techniques.

Although ultrasonic sensors have been widely used for
object detection and ranging,4 they are limited by their
large beam width and the difficulty of interpreting their
readings due to specular, higher-order, and multiple reflec-
tions from surfaces. In addition, many readily available ul-
trasonic systems cannot detect objects up to 0.5 m, which
corresponds to their blank-out zone. Therefore, in perform-
ing tasks at short distances from objects, use of inexpen-
sive, practical, and widely available sensors such as simple
infrared detectors are preferable to employing ultrasonic
sensors or more costly laser and vision systems. Further-
more, in a sensor-fusion framework, infrared sensors would
be perfectly complementary to these systems, which are not
suitable for close-range detection.5–9 Infrared detectors of-
fer faster response times and better angular resolution than
ultrasonic sensors and provide intensity readings at nearby
ranges �typically from a few centimeters up to a meter�.
The intensity versus range characteristics are nonlinear and
dependent on the properties of the surface and environmen-
tal conditions. Consequently, a major problem with the use
of simple infrared detectors is that it is often not possible to
make accurate and reliable range estimates based on the
value of a single intensity return, because the return de-
pends on both the geometry and surface properties of the
January 2009/Vol. 48�1�1
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ncountered object. Likewise, the surface properties and
he geometry of the target cannot be deduced from simple
ntensity returns without knowing its position and orienta-
ion.

Due to single intensity readings not providing much in-
ormation about the target properties, recognition capabili-
ies of infrared sensors have been underestimated and un-
erused in most of the earlier work. To achieve accurate
esults with these sensors, their nonlinear characteristics
an be analyzed and physically modeled based on experi-
ental data. In addition, the data acquired from such

imple infrared sensors should be processed effectively
hrough the use of suitable techniques. Armed with such
haracterization, modeling, and suitable processing tech-
iques, their potential can be more fully exploited and their
sage can be extended beyond simple tasks such as count-
ng and proximity detection. The aim of this study is to
xplore the limits and maximally realize the potential of
hese simple sensors so that they can be used for more
omplicated tasks such as differentiation, recognition, clus-
ering, docking, perception of the environment, and map-
ing. For this purpose, we employ artificial neural networks
o classify targets with different geometries and surface
roperties. We can differentiate a moderate number of tar-
ets and/or surfaces commonly encountered in indoor en-
ironments using a simple infrared system consisting of
ne emitter and one detector. The results indicate that by
rocessing the data acquired from such simple infrared sen-
ors effectively through the use of suitable techniques, sub-
tantially more information about the environment can be
xtracted than is commonly achieved with conventional us-
ge.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
rovide a literature survey of related earlier work on infra-
ed sensing. A brief review of our recent work on differen-
iation with ultrasonic and infrared sensors is given in Sec-
ion 3. Descriptions of the artificial neural network
tructure, training, and pruning algorithms are given in Sec-
ion 4. In Section 5, experimental verification is provided.
he infrared sensor, the experimental setup, and the proce-
ure used in the experiments are described. Results for ge-
metry and surface-type differentiation are presented. Con-
luding remarks are made and directions for future research
re given in the last section.

Background on Infrared Sensing
he use of infrared sensors in the pattern recognition area
as been mostly limited to the recognition or detection of
eatures or targets in conventional 2-D images.10 Examples
f work in this category that also involve the use of neural
etworks mostly focus on automatic target recognition �see
ef. 11 for a survey�. In Ref. 12, the back-propagation
lgorithm is used for detecting small-sized targets in infra-
ed images with highly cluttered backgrounds. Probabilistic
eural networks are used to discriminate between aircraft
nd flares for infrared imaging seekers for counter-counter
easurement purposes.13 Intensity and shape features of

ircraft and flares are used as input to the network. A cor-
ect differentiation rate of 98% is achieved. In Refs. 14 and
5, the authors propose a multistage target detector for lo-
alization of targets in infrared images. In Ref. 16, a neural-
etwork-based point target detection method is proposed in
ptical Engineering 017203-
single-frame infrared images with highly cluttered back-
grounds. Other applications where infrared images are
given as input to neural networks include target tracking,17

automatic vehicle detection,18 and face identification for
biometric systems.19

We note that the position-invariant target differentiation
achieved in this paper is different from such operations
performed on conventional images in that here we work not
on direct “photographic” images of the targets obtained by
some kind of imaging system but rather on angular inten-
sity scans obtained by rotating a point sensor. The targets
we differentiate are not patterns in a 2-D image but rather
objects in space, exhibiting depth, whose geometry and sur-
face characteristics we need to identify. For this reason,
position-invariant pattern recognition achieved in this paper
is different from such operations performed on conven-
tional images.

Besides infrared cameras that produce 2-D images,
simple infrared sensors that usually consist of a single
emitter/detector pair have also been used in safety and se-
curity systems, process control, machine vision, and robot-
ics and automation.20 More specifically, they have been
used in simple object and proximity detection, counting,
distance and depth monitoring, floor sensing, door detec-
tion, monitoring doors/windows of buildings and vehicles,
light curtains for protecting an area, position control, and
obstacle/collision avoidance.

In Ref. 21, the properties of a planar surface at a known
distance have been determined using the Phong illumina-
tion model. Using this information, the infrared sensor em-
ployed has been modeled as an accurate range finder for
surfaces at short ranges. A number of commercially avail-
able infrared sensors are evaluated in Ref. 22. Reference 23
describes a passive 2-D infrared array capable of identify-
ing the locations of the people in a room. Infrared sensors
have also been used for automated sorting of waste objects
made of different materials.24 In Ref. 25, an infrared system
that can measure distances up to 1 m is described. Refer-
ence 26 deals with optical determination of depth informa-
tion. In Ref. 27, simulation and evaluation of the recogni-
tion abilities of active infrared sensor arrays is considered
for autonomous systems using a ray-tracing approach.

In Ref. 28, the authors develop a novel range estimation
technique which is independent of surface type, because it
is based on the position of the maximum intensity value
instead of surface-dependent absolute intensity values. An
intelligent feature of the system is that its operating range is
made adaptive based on the maximum intensity of the de-
tected signal.

In the thesis work in Ref. 29, infrared sensors are used
for position estimation. Reflectance from spherical objects
is modeled by considering the position, orientation, and the
characteristics of the emitter and detector, the position, size,
and reflectivity of the spherical object, and the intensity of
the reflected light. A 3-D position estimation of objects is
performed with the help of a nontouch screen. A 2-D posi-
tion estimation is implemented using an electrically pow-
ered wheelchair whose motion is controlled by head move-
ments.
January 2009/Vol. 48�1�2
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Review of Our Recent Work on Target
Differentiation

n our recent work, we have been differentiating target
ypes using different sensing modalities. First, we investi-
ated the processing of ultrasonic signals using neural net-
orks for robust differentiation of commonly encountered

eatures in indoor environments.30 We showed that neural
etworks can differentiate more target types employing
nly a single sensor node with a higher correct differentia-
ion rate �99%� than achieved with previously reported
echniques �61–90%� employing multiple sensor nodes. In
efs. 30 and 31, we investigated the preprocessing of input
ltrasonic signals to neural networks using various signal
ransformations. In these works, only the differentiation of
eometry types of targets was employed.

Encouraged by the successful differentiation rate
chieved with ultrasonic sensors, we next attempted to per-
orm differentiation with infrared sensors. We first em-
loyed a rule-based approach which is based on extracting
mpirical rules by inspecting the nature of the infrared in-
ensity scans.32 Second, we employed a template-based ap-
roach, based on comparing the acquired infrared intensity
cans with previously stored templates acquired from tar-
ets with different properties. This approach relies on the
istinctive natures of the infrared intensity scans and re-
uires the storage of a complete set of reference scans of
nterest. We considered the following different cases: tar-
ets with different geometrical properties but made of the
ame surface material,33 targets made of different surface
aterials but of the same planar geometry,34 and targets
ith both different geometry and surface properties,35 gen-

ralizing and unifying the results of Refs. 33 and 34. In
arametric surface differentiation reported in Ref. 36, only
he reflection coefficients obtained using a physical reflec-
ion model are considered as parameters and used in the
ifferentiation process, instead of using the complete infra-
ed intensity scans as in the previous differentiation ap-
roaches. Finally, we extended the parametric surface dif-
erentiation approach proposed in Ref. 36 to the
ifferentiation of both the geometry and surface type of the
argets using statistical pattern recognition techniques.37

Artificial Neural Networks „ANNs…
n this study, we consider the use of ANNs to identify and
esolve parameter relations embedded in infrared intensity
can patterns acquired from target types of different geom-
try, possibly with different surface properties, for their dif-
erentiation in a robust manner. This is done in two stages,
here the first stage consists of determining the target ge-
metry and the second stage involves determining the sur-
ace type of the target.

Multilayer ANNs consist of an input layer, one or more
idden layers to extract progressively more meaningful fea-
ures, and a single output layer, each comprised of a num-
er of units called neurons. The model of each neuron in-
ludes a smooth nonlinearity, which is called the activation
unction. Due to the presence of distributed nonlinearity
nd a high degree of connectivity, theoretical analysis of
NNs is difficult. These networks are trained to compute

he boundaries of decision regions in the form of connec-
ion weights and biases by using training algorithms. Per-
ptical Engineering 017203-
formance of ANNs is affected by the choice of parameters
related to the network structure, training algorithm, and in-
put signals, as well as parameter initialization.3

4.1 ANN Structure and Parameters
The ANN used in this paper consists of one input, one
hidden, and one output layer, with 160, 10, and 3 neurons,
respectively. The numbers for the input and hidden layers
both include the bias values of 1. The hyperbolic tangent
function of the form ��v�= �1−e−2v� / �1+e−2v�, illustrated
in Fig. 1, is used as the activation function for all the neu-
rons. The output neurons can take continuous values be-
tween −1 and 1, and the decision at the output is made
based on a maximum selection scheme, also known as the
winner-take-all approach. The structure of the ANN is
given in Fig. 2.

It is important to determine the optimal network struc-
ture with respect to the correct differentiation rate and net-
work complexity. The infrared scan patterns are provided as
input to the ANN after being downsampled by 10 to reduce
the complexity of the network �the number of connection
weights between the input and hidden layers�. This sam-
pling rate is chosen such that the patterns preserve their
shapes and no identifying information is lost. Our different
trials indicate that inclusion of more samples of the original
scan patterns does not improve the differentiation accuracy.
Fully connected ANNs are trained starting with different
initial conditions, different weight factors, and different
numbers of neurons in the hidden layer. Both modular and
nonmodular structures have been considered.

4.2 Training the Neural Network
Two training algorithms are employed to begin with,
namely, back-propagation algorithm �BPA� and Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm �LMA�. A set of training patterns is
presented to the network. The aim is to minimize the sum-
squared-error criterion function between the resulting sig-
nal at the output and the desired signal:

E�w� =
1

2N
�
i=1

N

�
j=1

3

�dij − zij�2 �1�

where w is the weight vector, dij and zij are the desired and
actual output values for the i’th training pattern and the j’th
output, and N is the number of training patterns.

With the BPA, the error criterion function is minimized
with a gradient-descent procedure. Because the results of
training with BPA were not satisfactory, training of the
ANN is performed by the LMA, which is more robust and
converges in a shorter time than BPA. LMA is a very fast
training algorithm based on a damped Gauss–Newton
method for the solution of the nonlinear least-squares prob-
lems. The original description of the LMA is given in Refs.
38 and 39. The application of the LMA to neural network
training is described in Refs. 3 and 40. This algorithm ap-
pears to be the fastest method for training moderate-sized
feedforward neural networks. The main drawback of the
LMA is that it requires the storage of some matrices that
can be quite large for certain problems. The memory re-
quirements are proportional to the number of weights in the
network.
January 2009/Vol. 48�1�3
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The Hessian matrix H��2� /�w2 involved in neural-
etwork minimization problems is often ill-conditioned,
aking the problem harder to solve. The LMA is suitable

or such problems, because it is designed to approach
econd-order training speed without having to compute the
essian matrix. When the error criterion function has the

orm of a sum of squares �as in Eq. �1��, the Hessian matrix
an be approximated as H�JTJ and the gradient can be
omputed as JTe, where J��� /�w is the Jacobian matrix
hat contains the first derivatives of the network errors with
espect to the weights and biases and e is a vector of net-
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Fig. 1 The hyperbolic tangent function
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Fig. 2 The structure of the ANN before pruning.
ptical Engineering 017203-
work errors. The Jacobian matrix can be computed through
a standard back-propagation technique40 that is much less
complex than computing the Hessian.

The LMA uses the following Newton-like update, where
a diagonal matrix is added to the approximation to the Hes-
sian matrix:

wk+1 = wk − �JTJ + �I�−1JTe. �2�

Here, wk is the weight vector at the k’th iteration and I is
the identity matrix. The size of the diagonal matrix added
to the Hessian matrix is adjusted with the learning-rate pa-
rameter �. LMA is a hybrid of gradient-descent and Gauss–
Newton relaxation methods. Large values of � produce pa-
rameter update increments primarily along the negative
gradient direction �gradient descent�, while small values re-
sult in updates governed by the Gauss–Newton method.
When the scalar � is zero, this is simply the Gauss–Newton
method, using the approximate Hessian matrix. When � is
large, this becomes gradient descent with a small step size.
The Gauss–Newton method is faster and more accurate
near an error minimum, so the aim is to shift toward this
method as quickly as possible. Thus, the value of � is cho-
sen adaptively to produce a downhill step. The method used
in the implementation of the LMA differs from that pro-
posed in Ref. 38 in that the size of the elements of the
diagonal matrix added to the approximated Hessian is ad-
justed according to the size of the ratio between actual de-
crease and predicted decrease in the error function.41,42 If
this ratio is greater than 0.75, the parameter � is halved; if
the ratio is smaller than 0.25, � is doubled. Next, it is
checked if there is a decrease in the value of the error

1 2 3 4 5

t

as the activation function for the ANN.
0

inpu

, used
January 2009/Vol. 48�1�4
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riterion function defined in Eq. �1�. If the error function
ecreases for the given step size and direction, then the
teration is performed, and the value of � is not changed.
ecause the value of � is adjusted adaptively, its initial
alue is not particularly critical and only influences the ini-
ial convergence rate; if it is too large, the algorithm takes
mall steps, and if it is too small, the algorithm increases it
ntil small enough steps are taken.

The training process is terminated if a certain precision
oal is reached or if the specified maximum number of
terations �100,000� is exceeded, whichever occurs earlier.
he latter case occurs very rarely. The acceptable error

evel is set to a value of 10−3.
When the ANNs are trained with the LMA, a weight

ecay factor is used for regularization.43 Weight decay adds
penalty term to the error function to penalize large

eights that can cause excessive variance at the output. The
eight decay factor in our implementation is chosen as
0−4. By choosing a sufficiently small factor, one can re-
uce the average generalization error. If the weight-decay
actor is too small ��10−4�, it will take a long time to
onverge to the desired accuracy. For greater weight-decay
actors, the ANN may not converge to the desired accuracy.

.3 Pruning with Optimal Brain Surgeon

fter training the fully connected network, the network
tructure is further optimized by pruning the weights. Prun-
ng is a well-known method for determining the number of
idden layer neurons in feed-forward neural networks. Af-
er training with a relatively large number of hidden layer
eurons, some of the neurons and weights are possibly
liminated according to some criterion. The network is
rained until it has the minimum number of weights and
idden-layer neurons for a given error tolerance level.

Pruning can be done by eliminating the weights having
he smallest magnitudes, but the resulting ANNs may not
e optimal as the weights with smaller magnitudes may be
mportant for the training.1 In this paper, the optimal brain
urgeon �OBS� technique44 is employed for finding the op-
imal network structure. OBS is a sensitivity-based weight-
runing technique that makes use of second-order approxi-
ation of the error criterion function E�w�, defined in
q. �1�, for evaluating the effect of the weights on the train-

ng error. The network is trained to a local minimum, and
he weight resulting in the smallest increase in the training
rror is pruned each time. OBS not only removes the
eights but also readjusts the remaining weights optimally.
The Taylor series expansion of the error criterion func-

ion around a local minimum is given by

E = � �E
�w

�T

· �w +
1

2
�wT ·

�2E
�w2 · �w + O�	�w	3� . �3�

ecause it is assumed that the network has converged at
east to a local minimum of the error function, the first term
n Eq. �3� is approximately zero. The third and higher-order
erms, represented by the last term in the equation, are ne-
lected. Using the definitions of the Jacobian and the Hes-
ian matrices from Section 4.2, the equation can be rewrit-
en as
ptical Engineering 017203-
�E = JT · �w +
1

2
�wT · H · �w + O�	�w	3� �4�

�
1

2
�wT · H · �w . �5�

The elimination of a single weight, say the q’th weight
wq, can be formulated as a constrained optimization prob-
lem with the constraint

uq
T · �w + wq = 0, �6�

where uq is the unit vector along the q’th direction �a unit
vector with all components except the q’th one being ze-
ros�. Thus, the objective of OBS is to minimize Eq. �5�
subject to the above constraint

min
q

min

�w
�1

2
�wT · H · �w��uq

T · �w + wq = 0� . �7�

We form the Lagrangian

L =
1

2
�wT · H · �w + ��uq

T · �w + wq� , �8�

where � is a Lagrange multiplier, and solve the problem by
the method of Lagrange multipliers to get

�w = −
wq

�H−1�qq
H−1 · uq, �9�

where �w is the optimal weight change and �H−1�qq is the
q’th diagonal element of the inverse Hessian matrix. After
the weight wq is pruned, the resulting change in error is

Lq =
1

2

wq
2

�H−1�qq
, �10�

where Lq is called the “saliency” of weight q—the increase
in the error that results when the weight wq is deleted. OBS
procedure is outlined below:45

1. Train a reasonably large network to minimum error.
2. Compute H−1.
3. Find the q that gives the smallest saliency and com-

pute Lq.
4. If Lq is much less than a preset error bound, delete the

q’th weight and proceed to step 5; otherwise, proceed
to step 6.

5. use the q from step 3 to update all the weights using
Lq.

6. If no more weights can be eliminated without a large
increase in training error, retrain the network.

In our implementation, when 5% of the weights are
pruned, the network is retrained within a maximum of 50
iterations. �Retraining can also be done each time one of
the weights is pruned. However, this is a very time-
consuming process.� At each retraining step, the ANN is
tested with the test data and the error and the corresponding
weights are stored. The pruned network resulting in the
minimum test error is chosen as the optimal one and is
January 2009/Vol. 48�1�5
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etrained with the remaining weights, but this time with
ero weight decay factor. In the implementation of LMA
nd OBS, the ANN-based system-identification toolbox is
sed.41,46

Experimental Verification

.1 Experimental Setup
e verified our neural network implementation experimen-

ally with patterns acquired by a simple infrared sensor
rom different target types. The infrared sensor47 used in
his study consists of an emitter and detector and works
ith 20–28 V dc input voltage, and it provides an analog
utput voltage proportional to the measured intensity re-
ected off the target. The analog signal is digitized using an
-bit microprocessor-compatible A/D converter chip having
conversion time of 100 �s and interfaced to the parallel

ort of a computer �Fig. 3�. The detector window is covered
ith an infrared filter to minimize the effect of ambient

ight on the intensity measurements. Indeed, when the emit-
er is turned off, the detector reading is essentially zero.
he sensitivity of the device can be adjusted with a poten-

iometer to set the operating range of the system. The in-
rared sensor �see Fig. 4�a�� is mounted on a 12-in. rotary
able48 to obtain angular intensity scans from these targets.

photograph of the experimental setup can be seen in Fig.
�b�. The target primitives employed in this study are a
lanar surface, a 90 deg corner, and a 90 deg edge, whose
ross sections are given in Fig. 5, and each with a height of
20 cm. The horizontal extents of all targets are large
nough that they can be considered infinite, and thus edge
ffects need not be considered. They are covered with ma-
erials of different surface properties. In this study, we used
luminum, white cloth, and Styrofoam packaging material
s different surface types.

.2 Differentiation of Geometry Types with ANN
eference scan patterns are collected for each geometry-

urface combination with 2.5-cm distance increments, from
heir nearest to their maximum observable ranges, at �
0 deg. These are shown in Fig. 6, where the different
urves on the same graph correspond to intensity scan pat-
erns acquired at different distances for a particular target
ype. These scan patterns are the original scans, not their
ownsampled versions used as training inputs to the ANN.
cans of corners covered with white cloth and Styrofoam
ackaging material �Fig. 6�e� and 6�f�� have a triple-
umped pattern �with a much smaller middle hump� corre-
ponding to the two orthogonal constituent planes and their
ntersection. The intensity scan patterns for corners covered
ith aluminum �Fig. 6�d�� have three distinct saturated

IR sensor

RT−12

733 MHz
Pentium 3 PC

parallel
port 1

parallel
port 2

8−bit
A/D

converter

table
rotary

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the experimental setup.
ptical Engineering 017203-
humps. Notice that the return signal intensities saturate at
an intensity corresponding to about 11 V output voltage.

The training set consists of 147 sample scan patterns, 60
of which correspond to planes, 49 of which correspond to
corners, and 38 of which correspond to edges. The number
of scans for each geometry is different. This is because the
targets have different reflective properties and each target is
detectable over a different distance interval determined by
its geometry and surface properties �see Fig. 7�. We have

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 �a� The infrared sensor and �b� the experimental setup used
in this study.

plane corner edge

Fig. 5 Target geometries differentiated in this study.
January 2009/Vol. 48�1�6
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hosen to acquire the training scan patterns in a uniformly
istributed fashion over the detectable range for each target.
he input weights are initialized randomly. The ANN re-
ulting in the highest correct differentiation rate on the
raining and test sets has 10 hidden-layer neurons in fully
onnected form. Initially, OBS is not used for pruning the
etwork, so that this ANN does not have the optimal struc-
ure.

We test the ANN with infrared intensity scans acquired
y situating targets at randomly selected distances r and
zimuth angles � �see Fig. 8� and collecting a total of 194
est scans, 82 of which are from planes, 64 from corners,
nd 48 from edges. The targets are randomly located at
zimuth angles varying from −45 to 45 deg from their
earest to their maximum observable ranges in Fig. 7.
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�Note that the test scans are collected for random target
positions and orientations, whereas the training set was col-
lected for targets at equally spaced ranges at �=0 deg�

When a test scan is obtained, first, we estimate the an-
gular position of the target as follows. Assuming the ob-
served scan pattern is not saturated, we check whether it
has multiple humps or not. If so, it is a corner, and we find
the angular location of the central hump and the corre-
sponding intensity value. If not, we find the angular loca-
tion of the maximum, denoted �MAX, and again the corre-
sponding intensity value. If the observed scan pattern is
saturated so that there are multiple maxima, we find its
center of gravity ��COG� as described below� instead of the
maximum value. A corner scan is considered saturated
when its central intensity enters the saturation region, not
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he side humps, because it is the former value that is rel-
vant for our method. These angular values can be directly
aken as estimates of the angular position of the target.

Alternatively, the angular position can be estimated by
nding the COG of the scan as follows:

COG =
�i=1

n �iI��i�
�i=1

n I��i�
, �11�

here n is the number of samples in the angular scan. Ide-
lly, the COG and maximum intensity estimates would be
qual due to the symmetry of the scanning process, but in
ractice they differ by a small amount. We consider the use
f both alternatives when tabulating our results. Plots of the
OG intensity �the intensity value at �COG� of each scan in
ig. 6 as a function of the distance at which that scan was
btained is provided in Fig. 7. As seen in the figure, the
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detectable ranges of different target types fall within the
interval �2.5,62.5� cm. The absolute azimuth estimation of
errors over all test targets is provided in Table 1. It can be
concluded that the accuracy of the two azimuth estimation
methods is comparable.

The test scans are shifted by the azimuth estimate, then
downsampled by 10, and the resulting scan patterns are
given as input to the ANN, which is trained using the LMA
algorithm. The algorithm is used in the batch mode, where
the network parameters are updated after processing the
whole input data. The confusion matrix for the COG case is
tabulated in Table 2. Corners are always correctly identified
and not confused with the other target types due to the
distinctive nature of their scans. Planes are confused with
edges at six instances out of 82, and similarly, edges are
confused with planes in five cases out of 48. An overall
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orrect differentiation rate of 94.3% is achieved. Second, to
bserve the effect of the azimuth estimation method, we
sed the maximum values of the unsaturated intensity
cans. The results are presented in Table 3. In this case,
oth corners and edges are always correctly differentiated.
owever, seven of the test scans from planar surfaces are

ncorrectly differentiated as edges. Six of these are covered
ith aluminum, whose intensity scans are saturated. An
verall correct differentiation rate of 96.4% is achieved,
hich is better than that obtained using COG due to the

mprovement in the classification of edges.
At the next step, the ANN is pruned with the OBS tech-

ique. Initally, there are 1633= �159+1�	10+ �10+1�	3
eights in the network in fully connected form. 1600 of

hese weights are between the input layer and the hidden
ayer, and 33 of them are between the hidden layer and the
utput layer. The plot of the sum-squared error E�w� �Eq.
1�� with respect to the number of remaining weights dur-
ng pruning is shown in Fig. 9 for the training and test
hases. In this figure, the errors evolve from right to left.
he minimum error is obtained on the test set when 263
eights remain. The eliminated weights are set to zero. As

he number of weights is decreased beyond 263, both the
raining and test errors increase rapidly due to the elimina-
ion of too many weights. If 263 weights are kept, the cor-

able 1 Absolute azimuth estimation errors over all test targets �P:

ethod

P

AL WC ST AL

aximum �deg.� 0.9 2.3 0.8 2.4

OG �deg.� 0.9 1.0 0.8 2.4

RT−12
rotary table

sensor
infrared

α

r

line−of−sight

planar surface

ig. 8 Top view of the experimental setup and the related geometry.
he emitter and detector windows are circular with 8 mm diameter
nd center-to-center separation of 12 mm. �The emitter is above the
etector.� Both the scan angle � and the surface azimuth � are
easured counter-clockwise from the horizontal axis.
ptical Engineering 017203-
responding number of hidden-layer neurons is still 10.
Thus, although 84% of the weights have been pruned, none
of the hidden-layer neurons have been eliminated. The con-
nectivity and the structure of the pruned network is illus-
trated in Fig. 10.

Using the weights resulting in the smallest test error, we
retrained the network again with the LMA but this time
with zero weight-decay factor. The ANN converges in
seven iterations to an error of 0.00033. The output values of
the pruned network are shown in Fig. 11. The first 64 test
scans are from corners, the next 48 from edges, and the last
82 from planes. The target geometry corresponding to the
maximum output value is selected. The differentiation re-
sults for the optimized network are given in Table 4. An
overall correct differentiation rate of 99.0% is achieved.
Therefore, apart from optimizing the structure of the ANN
by eliminating the unnecessary weights, pruning the net-
work results in improved geometry differentiation.

5.3 Differentiation of Surface Types with ANN
In the second stage, we consider differentiating the surface
types of the targets assuming their geometries have been
identified. The same network structure and the same proce-
dure used in geometry differentiation is employed in sur-
face type classification.

For the training set, all surface types are correctly dif-
ferentiated for each type of geometry. For the test set, the
confusion matrix for the three geometries and surfaces is
given in Table 5. When the geometry is planar, an average
correct differentiation rate of 80.5% is achieved. Aluminum
planes are always correctly classified. The surface types of
the corners are correctly classified with a rate of 85.9%. All
corners covered with aluminum are correctly differentiated
due to their distinctive features. The worst classification
rate �64.6%� is achieved for edges due to the narrower base

C: corner, E: edge; AL: aluminum, WC: white cloth, ST: Styrofoam�.

E

Average
errorC ST AL WC ST

.7 1.3 1.1 2.0 1.7 1.6

.4 1.1 1.2 2.2 2.3 1.5

Table 2 Confusion matrix for ANN before pruning: COG-based azi-
muth estimation.

Target

Differentiation result

TotalP C E

P 76 — 6 82

C — 64 — 64

E 5 — 43 48

Total 81 64 49 194
plane,

C

W

1

1
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idth of the scans from edges. Edges covered with white
loth are not confused with Styrofoam packaging material.
owever, edges covered with Styrofoam are incorrectly

lassified as edges covered with white cloth with a rate of
2.2%. In instances where two or three outputs of the neu-
al network are equal, the surface type is classified as uni-
entified. An overall correct differentiation rate of 78.4% is
chieved for all surface types. It can be concluded that the
eometry type most often confused with others is the edge.
he corner geometry and the aluminum surface type are the
ost distinctive. The surface differentiation rate is not as

igh as expected because of the similarity of the intensity
cans acquired from white-cloth- and Styrofoam-covered
urfaces. We have also experimented with surface materials
uch as wood, white-painted matte wall, black cloth, and
hite, brown, and violet paper. However, the correct differ-

ntiation rates obtained with these surface types were about
he same.
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Fig. 9 Training and test errors while pruning the ANN with OBS.
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Fig. 10 The structure of the ANN after pruning
line, while a dashed line represents a negative
the neuron.
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Once the geometry and the surface type of the target are
identified, its range can be estimated by using linear inter-
polation on the appropriate curve in Fig. 7 using the inten-
sity value at the azimuth estimate. This way, the localiza-
tion process can be completed.

6 Conclusions
In this study, the intensity scan patterns acquired by a
simple infrared sensor are processed using an artificial neu-
ral network for robust target differentiation. Both geometry
and surface-type differentiation are considered. The input
signals to the network are the infrared intensity scan pat-
terns obtained from different target types by scanning them
with the sensor. Two different methods are considered for
estimating the azimuth of the targets. Although the two
methods are comparable in terms of estimation accuracy,
the maximum intensity method, in general, gives better re-
sults than the COG technique when the scans are processed
by the neural network. The neural network is trained with
the LMA and pruned with the OBS technique to achieve the

Table 3 Confusion matrix for ANN before pruning: maximum
intensity-based azimuth estimation.

Target

Differentiation result

TotalP C E

P 75 — 7 82

C — 64 — 64

E — — 48 48

Total 75 64 55 194

r output layer

plane

corner

edge

positive weight
negative weight

S. Positive weights are represented by a solid
A bias is represented by a vertical line through
en laye

with OB
weight.
January 2009/Vol. 48�1�0
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ptimal network structure. Besides optimizing the structure,
runing results in improved classification. A modular ap-
roach is adopted where first the geometry of the targets is
etermined, followed by the surface type. Geometry and
he surface type of the targets is classified with overall cor-
ect differentiation rates of 99 and 78.4%, respectively.
orrect surface differentiation rate is not as high as geom-
try differentiation due to the similarity of the intensity

able 4 Confusion matrix for ANN after pruning: maximum intensity-
ased azimuth estimation.

arget

Differentiation result

TotalP C E

80 — 2 82

— 64 — 64

— — 48 48

otal 80 64 50 194
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scans of some surface types having the same geometry. The
results indicate that the geometrical properties of the targets
are more distinctive than their surface properties, and sur-
face determination is the limiting factor in differentiation.
In this paper, we have demonstrated target differentiation
for three target geometries and three different surface types.
Based on the data we have collected, the differentiation
results, and our previous works,35,36 it seems possible to
increase the vocabulary of different geometries, provided
they are not too similar. However, the same cannot be said
for the number of different surfaces. For a given total num-
ber of distinct targets, increasing the number of surfaces
and decreasing the number of geometries will in general
make the results worse. However, decreasing the number of
surfaces and increasing the number of geometries will in
general improve the results.

The results reported here represent the outcome of our
efforts to explore the limits of what is achievable in terms
of identifying information with only a simple emitter/
detector pair. Such simple sensors are usually put to much
lower information-extracting uses. This work demonstrates
that infrared intensity scans contain sufficient information
to differentiate target geometries and surface types reason-
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bly well, and neural networks are capable of resolving this
dentifying information. When coupled with appropriate
rocessing and recognition techniques, simple infrared sen-
ors can be used to extract substantially more information
bout the environment than such devices are commonly
mployed for. This allows the possible applications to go
eyond relatively simple tasks such as simple object and
roximity detection, counting, distance and depth monitor-
ng, floor sensing, position measurement, and obstacle/
ollision avoidance. The demonstrated system would find
pplication in areas where recognition of patterns hidden in
nfrared scans or signals is required. Some examples are
ystem control based on optical signal detection, identifica-
ion, and clustering. Intelligent autonomous systems, such
s mobile robots, that need to perform map-building, navi-
ation, docking, and obstacle-avoidance tasks in unknown
nvironments is another application area. Industrial appli-
ations where different materials/surfaces must be identi-
ed and separated may also benefit from this approach.

Given the attractive performance-for-cost of infrared-
ased systems, we believe that the results of this study will
e useful for engineers designing or implementing infrared
ystems and researchers investigating algorithms and per-
ormance evaluation of such systems. While we have con-
entrated on infrared sensing in this paper, artificial neural
etworks can also be used with other sensing modalities
uch as radar and sonar, where the targets are characterized
y complex signatures.

A possible direction for future work is to identify more
enerally shaped targets �such as a vase or a bottle� by
cquiring several scan patterns from each target obtained at
ifferent heights and providing them as input to a neural
etwork or other type of classifier. Techniques for fusing
he input patterns from multiple sensing modalities, such as
ltrasonic, infrared, and laser systems, can be developed for
mproved robustness in target differentiation. For example,

able 5 Confusion matrix for three geometries and three surface typ
loth, ST: Styrofoam�.

P

AL WC ST

ctual P AL 24 — —

WC — 23 6

ST — 9 19

C AL — — —

WC — — —

ST — — —

E AL — — —

WC — — —

ST — — —
ptical Engineering 017203-1
multiple neural networks can be trained, each specialized
on one type of sensing modality. The decisions made by the
individual networks can be fused or combined afterward
using sensor-fusion techniques.
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